<TEXT>

CONFIDENTIAL - ENTIRE TEXT.

BEGIN SUMMARY

1. Without the opportunity to interview directly, we are unable to adequately assess his credibility. Embassy is therefore instructed to inform that before we could consider the possibility of his travel to the United States, we would have to interview him more thoroughly. This cannot be done in Chile.

2. If he is willing to travel at his own expense to Montevideo, US officials stationed there will interview him and make a determination as to his credibility. Should understand that in any case the USG cannot offer him special assistance, financial or otherwise. END SUMMARY.

END SUMMARY

3. Given the long period elapsed since Charles Horman's death in 1973, we are unable to determine immediately if account to Emboffs tracks accurately with previous understandings of the case. Espinoza's alleged involvement in Horman's murder is new to those Deftoffs familiar in general terms with the case. Information provided by regarding GOC role in murder of Horman is certainly plausible and possibly accurate. We have asked FA to provide retired files and will send copies as appropriate to post. In the meantime, we would appreciate further explanation as to the basis for Reftel's judgment that his information seemed accurate, as well as any assistance Embassy could provide in recounting public positions taken by US concerning GOC complicity in Horman's death.

4. Even assuming that information is factual, based on our consultations with the Justice Department, his statements would not enhance or open new prosecutorial possibilities in the US regarding the Letelier/Moffitt case or concerning Horman's murder. Therefore DOJ officials see no prosecutorial advantage to pursuing further contacts with.

5. Although there is no apparent prosecutorial benefit to information, the Department has a fundamental interest in determining circumstances of deaths abroad of US citizens, even thirteen years after the fact. Moreover, we would consider it a very serious matter if

DECLASSIFIED
SENIOR GOC OFFICIALS HAD BEEN AWARE OF THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF HORMAN'S DEATH AND ATTEMPTED TO CONCEAL THIS INFORMATION FROM THE USG AND HORMAN'S FAMILY.

6. THE DEPARTMENT BELIEVES THAT IF [REDACTED] ACCOUNT IS CORRECT, THIS INFORMATION SHOULD BE SHARED WITH HORMAN'S FAMILY, AS WELL AS MADE AVAILABLE TO THE US AND CHILEAN PUBLICS. BUT WE HAVE SERIOUS DOUBTS ABOUT CREDIBILITY. AS REPEL SUGGESTS, HE COULD BE A GOC PLANT INTENDED TO ENTRAP EMBASSY PERSONNEL, A SOPHISTICATED VISA-SHOPPER OR ABSOLUTELY LEGITIMATE. WE DO NOT BELIEVE EMBASSY OFFICERS ARE IN ANY POSITION TO ESTABLISH HIS BONAFIDES, AND GIVEN HEIGHTENED SCRUTINY OF EMBASSY FOLLOWING FERNANDEZ-LARIOS' DEPARTURE FROM CHILE, CANNOT RISK SENDING A TEAM TO CHILE.

7. WE ARE PREPARED, HOWEVER, FOR US OFFICIALS STATIONED IN MONTEVIDEO (LEGATT AND CONSUL) TO INTERVIEW THERE. IF WE FIND [REDACTED] IS FULLY TRUTHFUL AFTER QUESTIONING IN MONTEVIDEO, [REDACTED], WE WOULD BE WILLING TO CONSIDER THE POSSIBILITY OF HIS SUBSEQUENT TRAVEL TO THE UNITED STATES.

9. YOU MAY INDICATE TO [REDACTED] THAT WHILE WE DO NOT INTEND TO PUBLICIZE HIS APPROACH TO US AT THIS TIME, UNDER US LAW WE MAY BE OBLIGED TO SHARE THIS INFORMATION WITH MEMBERS OF CONGRESS. WE CAN PROVIDE NO GUARANTEE THAT THE INFORMATION HE PROVIDED AND THE FACT OF HIS APPROACH WILL NOT BECOME PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE.

10. EMBASSY SHOULD INFORM DEPARTMENT IMMEDIATELY IF [REDACTED] ANSWERS POSITIVELY REGARDING A MEETING WITH US REPS IN MONTEVIDEO, AND PROVIDE ANY BACKGROUND MATERIAL AVAILABLE AT POST ON [REDACTED] THROUGH APPROPRIATE CHANNELS TO MONTEVIDEO.

11. FOR LEGATT MONTEVIDEO: THIS MESSAGE HAS BEEN COORDINATED WITH FBI HQTRS. PLEASE ADVISE BY TELEGRAM DEPARTMENT WILL POUCH TO LEGATT COPIES OF RELEVANT BACKGROUND MATERIAL ON HORMAN CASE AND REPEAT REPEL TO YOU. ARMACOST